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Abstract: With the goal of increasing the speed and efficiency in robotic dual arm manipulation,
a novel control approach is presented that utilizes intentional simultaneous impacts to rapidly
grasp objects. This approach uses the time-invariant reference spreading framework, in which
partly-overlapping ante- and post-impact reference vector fields are used. These vector fields
are coupled via the impact dynamics in proximity of the expected impact area, minimizing the
otherwise large velocity errors after the impact and the corresponding large control efforts. A
purely spatial task is introduced to strongly encourage the synchronization of impact times of
the two arms. An interim-impact control phase provides robustness in the execution against the
inevitable lack of exact impact simultaneity and the corresponding unreliable velocity error. In
this interim phase, a position feedback signal is derived from the ante-impact velocity reference,
which is used to enforce sustained contact in all contact points without using velocity error
feedback. With an eye towards real-life implementation, the approach is formulated using a QP
control framework, and is validated using numerical simulations on a realistic robot model with
flexible joints and low-level torque control.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of logistics, faster automated solutions are
desired for tasks where humans currently excel in speed
and reliability due to our ability to utilize impacts, such as
those occurring in swift pick-and-place operations. Robotic
dual arm manipulation is worth exploring in palletizing
and depalletizing applications, as it allows for a human-like
pick-and-place motion without the need to create a custom
end effector for different types of handled products (Smith
et al., 2012; Benali et al., 2018). Utilization of impacts in
dual arm manipulation in a human-like way can decrease
cycle times, but is not a not an easily translatable skill.
Firstly, it needs to be ensured that hardware does not
get damaged due to high peak forces (Dehio et al., 2022).
But even when impacts stay within safe limits, the rapid
velocity transitions that result from impacts can result
in peaks in the tracking error due to time or location
mismatch between planned and actual collisions (Biemond
et al., 2013; Leine and Van de Wouw, 2008). This, in
turn, can generate unnecessarily large actuator commands,
inducing extra vibrations and energy consumption.

This work focuses on the development of a framework
for dual arm impact-aware manipulation under nominally
simultaneous impacts (Rijnen et al., 2019b), meaning that
the robot end-effectors’ contact areas are ideally supposed
to impact the object at the same time. Misalignments
and loss of impact simultaneity are however inevitable in
practice, due to modeling and perception inaccuracies. As
a result, a series of unplanned intermediate impacts and a
corresponding unpredictable series of velocity jumps will
typically occur, where it is also not possible to estimate the
contact state. As shown in Van Steen et al. (2022, 2023),
this implies that velocity error feedback control cannot be
reliably used during an impact sequence.

In recent years, a handful of control methods have been
developed to accurately execute motions that include

simultaneous impacts while avoiding unwanted spikes in
the control inputs. This includes tracking approaches such
as Yang and Posa (2021); Morǎrescu and Brogliato (2010),
and within the framework of reference spreading Rijnen
et al. (2019b); Van Steen et al. (2022, 2023). Reference
spreading has been introduced in Saccon et al. (2014) and
expanded in Rijnen et al. (2015, 2019a, 2020) for single-
impact scenarios. It is a hybrid tracking control approach
that deals with impacts by defining ante- and post-impact
references that are coupled by an impact map at the
nominal impact time and overlap around this time. It is
ensured that the tracking reference corresponds with the
actual contact state of the robot by switching the reference
based on impact detection, which avoids error peaking
and related spikes in the control inputs. In Rijnen et al.
(2019b), a strategy to deal with simultaneous impacts is
proposed, defining an interim-impact phase that uses only
feedforward signals as long as contact is only partially
established. This framework is extended in Van Steen et al.
(2022) by also using position feedback during this interim
phase to pursue persistent contact establishment without
relying on velocity feedback. Furthermore, the approach
in Van Steen et al. (2022) is cast into the quadratic
programming (QP) robot control framework (Bouyarmane
et al., 2019; Salini et al., 2010), similar to other impact-
aware QP control approaches like Dehio et al. (2022);
Wang and Kheddar (2019). This allows to include collision
avoidance and joint limit constraints, which are essential
in real-life robotic applications.

While Rijnen et al. (2019b); Van Steen et al. (2022);
Yang and Posa (2021); Morǎrescu and Brogliato (2010)
use traditional time-based references, Van Steen et al.
(2023) has introduced for the first time a time-invariant
version of reference spreading. As opposed to time-based
tracking, the time-invariant nature of this approach enjoys
the positive features of path following (Aguiar et al.,
2005) and maneuver regulation (Hauser and Hindman,
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of logistics, faster automated solutions are
desired for tasks where humans currently excel in speed
and reliability due to our ability to utilize impacts, such as
those occurring in swift pick-and-place operations. Robotic
dual arm manipulation is worth exploring in palletizing
and depalletizing applications, as it allows for a human-like
pick-and-place motion without the need to create a custom
end effector for different types of handled products (Smith
et al., 2012; Benali et al., 2018). Utilization of impacts in
dual arm manipulation in a human-like way can decrease
cycle times, but is not a not an easily translatable skill.
Firstly, it needs to be ensured that hardware does not
get damaged due to high peak forces (Dehio et al., 2022).
But even when impacts stay within safe limits, the rapid
velocity transitions that result from impacts can result
in peaks in the tracking error due to time or location
mismatch between planned and actual collisions (Biemond
et al., 2013; Leine and Van de Wouw, 2008). This, in
turn, can generate unnecessarily large actuator commands,
inducing extra vibrations and energy consumption.

This work focuses on the development of a framework
for dual arm impact-aware manipulation under nominally
simultaneous impacts (Rijnen et al., 2019b), meaning that
the robot end-effectors’ contact areas are ideally supposed
to impact the object at the same time. Misalignments
and loss of impact simultaneity are however inevitable in
practice, due to modeling and perception inaccuracies. As
a result, a series of unplanned intermediate impacts and a
corresponding unpredictable series of velocity jumps will
typically occur, where it is also not possible to estimate the
contact state. As shown in Van Steen et al. (2022, 2023),
this implies that velocity error feedback control cannot be
reliably used during an impact sequence.

In recent years, a handful of control methods have been
developed to accurately execute motions that include

simultaneous impacts while avoiding unwanted spikes in
the control inputs. This includes tracking approaches such
as Yang and Posa (2021); Morǎrescu and Brogliato (2010),
and within the framework of reference spreading Rijnen
et al. (2019b); Van Steen et al. (2022, 2023). Reference
spreading has been introduced in Saccon et al. (2014) and
expanded in Rijnen et al. (2015, 2019a, 2020) for single-
impact scenarios. It is a hybrid tracking control approach
that deals with impacts by defining ante- and post-impact
references that are coupled by an impact map at the
nominal impact time and overlap around this time. It is
ensured that the tracking reference corresponds with the
actual contact state of the robot by switching the reference
based on impact detection, which avoids error peaking
and related spikes in the control inputs. In Rijnen et al.
(2019b), a strategy to deal with simultaneous impacts is
proposed, defining an interim-impact phase that uses only
feedforward signals as long as contact is only partially
established. This framework is extended in Van Steen et al.
(2022) by also using position feedback during this interim
phase to pursue persistent contact establishment without
relying on velocity feedback. Furthermore, the approach
in Van Steen et al. (2022) is cast into the quadratic
programming (QP) robot control framework (Bouyarmane
et al., 2019; Salini et al., 2010), similar to other impact-
aware QP control approaches like Dehio et al. (2022);
Wang and Kheddar (2019). This allows to include collision
avoidance and joint limit constraints, which are essential
in real-life robotic applications.

While Rijnen et al. (2019b); Van Steen et al. (2022);
Yang and Posa (2021); Morǎrescu and Brogliato (2010)
use traditional time-based references, Van Steen et al.
(2023) has introduced for the first time a time-invariant
version of reference spreading. As opposed to time-based
tracking, the time-invariant nature of this approach enjoys
the positive features of path following (Aguiar et al.,
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references that are coupled by an impact map at the
nominal impact time and overlap around this time. It is
ensured that the tracking reference corresponds with the
actual contact state of the robot by switching the reference
based on impact detection, which avoids error peaking
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(2019b), a strategy to deal with simultaneous impacts is
proposed, defining an interim-impact phase that uses only
feedforward signals as long as contact is only partially
established. This framework is extended in Van Steen et al.
(2022) by also using position feedback during this interim
phase to pursue persistent contact establishment without
relying on velocity feedback. Furthermore, the approach
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et al., 2019; Salini et al., 2010), similar to other impact-
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Wang and Kheddar (2019). This allows to include collision
avoidance and joint limit constraints, which are essential
in real-life robotic applications.
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use traditional time-based references, Van Steen et al.
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tracking, the time-invariant nature of this approach enjoys
the positive features of path following (Aguiar et al.,
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1995) approaches, preventing the systems to unnecessarily
accelerate or decelerate in the presence of disturbances
and deviations caused by temporary collision avoidance
or conflicting tasks. The approach also suits a large range
of initial conditions without requiring replanning of the
reference. The reference in Van Steen et al. (2023) is
prescribed by desired anti- and post-impact vector fields,
which overlap in position around the surface where the
impact is expected to occur, to make sure a reference
corresponding to the contact state is also at hand when
the impact occurs away from this expected surface. At
this surface, the ante- and post-impact velocity fields are
coupled by an impact map (Glocker, 2006; Brogliato,
2016). In Van Steen et al. (2023), the interim phase control
developed in Van Steen et al. (2022) is extended to the
case of time-invariant reference vector fields, constructing
a position feedback signal through time integration of the
ante-impact velocity reference.

Recent approaches, like Khurana et al. (2021) and Bombile
and Billard (2022), focusing on learning to hit and dual
arm grabbing, also employ such a time-invariant approach
and originate from the well-known framework of dynamical
systems-based robot control (Salehian and Billard, 2018).
These approaches, however, focus on motion generation
and not on control issues related to performing tasks with
nominally simultaneous impacts and are thus complemen-
tary to the present work.

The main contribution of this paper is the formulation
of a control approach for swift dual arm manipulation of
objects through nominally simultaneous impacts based on
time-invariant reference spreading (Van Steen et al., 2023).
Compared to Van Steen et al. (2023), which focuses on
single-arm manipulation, this work also enables synchro-
nization between the robots, encouraging simultaneous
grasping with both end effectors. This is especially useful
when the arms starts from an initial condition which is
far from being symmetric. Rather than modifying the
references to enable simultaneous contact establishment as
done in other multi-robot time-invariant approaches like
Salehian et al. (2018); Bombile and Billard (2022), we opt
to enforce simultaneous contact establishment by adding
a purely spatial synchronization task to the QP controller.
This allows the robots to synchronize despite using two
independent velocity references. Another novelty is the
method of coupling the ante-impact and post-impact ref-
erence vector fields. Whereas Van Steen et al. (2023) uses
an analytical impact map assuming a single simultaneous
frictionless impact to predict the post-impact robot state,
this approach cannot be followed here as the dual arm use
case makes explicit use of contact friction to manipulate
objects. We propose a novel simulation-based approach
to predict the post-impact state that has the potential of
being used when the impact map is not analytically known,
lending itself to be used for even more complex real-world
tasks. Finally, in the post-impact phase, a new method is
proposed to move the object to a desired position through
reference velocity fields and contact force regulation tasks
without using the measured state of the object, as this is
not assumed to be available in real-world applications.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
provide equations of motion of the planar dual arm sys-
tem used to demonstrate the proposed control approach.
Section 3 presents the approach to formulate the ante-
and post-impact reference velocity fields. Section 4 then
describes the control framework consisting of the ante-
impact, interim, and post-impact phases, used to track
these references. In Section 5, we show a validation of the

Fig. 1. Overview of the two 3DOF robots impacting a box.

approach against two baseline methods through realistic
numerical simulations, before drawing conclusions in Sec-
tion 6.

2. SYSTEM DYNAMICS

The control approach proposed in this paper is developed
to cater towards the needs of real-life robotic applications.
Without loss of generality and for illustration purposes, we
consider the planar scene consisting of two 3DOF robots
and a rigid box as shown in Figure 1 throughout this work.

For both robots, indicated by index i ∈ {1, 2}, the position
and orientation of the frame oixiyi attached to the robot’s
end effector with respect to the fixed inertial frame o0x0y0,
is indicated by pi and θi, respectively. The position and
orientation of the frame obxbyb attached to the center of
the box with respect to o0x0y0, are indicated by pb and
θb. The generalized coordinates are denoted by robot joint
positions qi as indicated in Figure 1, and qb = [pb, θb]. The
end effector and box velocities are denoted by[

ṗi

θ̇i

]
=

[
Jp,i(qi)
Jθ,i(qi)

]
q̇i,

[
ṗb

θ̇b

]
=

[
Jp,b(qb)
Jθ,b(qb)

]
q̇b (1)

with Jacobians[
Jp,i(qi)
Jθ,i(qi)

]
=

∂

∂qi

[
pi
θi

]
,

[
Jp,b(qb)
Jθ,b(qb)

]
=

∂

∂qb

[
pb
θb

]
. (2)

For ease of notation, in the following, we will drop the
explicit dependency on qi, qb, q̇i and q̇b. The equations of
motion for the robots and box are, for i ∈ {1, 2}, given by

Miq̈i + hi = JT
N,iλN + JT

T,iλT + τi, (3)

Mbq̈b + hb = JT
N,bλN + JT

T,bλT , (4)

with mass matrices Mi,Mb ∈ R3×3, gravitational, cen-
trifugal and Coriolis terms hi,hb ∈ R3, applied joint
torques τi ∈ R3, normal and tangential contact forces
λN ,λT ∈ R6, and corresponding normal and tangential
contact Jacobians JN,i,JN,b,JT,i,JT,b ∈ R6×3. Assuming
no analytical impact map is at hand as addressed in
Section 1, the normal contact forces λN during and after
the impact sequence are determined using a compliant
contact model. For this, we used a contact model based
on the exponentially extended Hunt-Crossley model (see
(38) in Carvalho and Martins (2019)) that avoids force
jumps at contact establishment of the simpler Kelvin-Voigt
model, as well as artificial adhesion during detachment of
the classical Hunt-Crossley model. It is given by

λN,k =

{
K(γ̇k)(−γk)

c if γk ≤ 0,
0 if γk > 0,

(5)

where negative γk ∈ R, depicted in Figure 1, denotes
compenetration of the contacting surfaces, c ∈ R+ is a
geometry dependent parameter, and
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λN ,λT ∈ R6, and corresponding normal and tangential
contact Jacobians JN,i,JN,b,JT,i,JT,b ∈ R6×3. Assuming
no analytical impact map is at hand as addressed in
Section 1, the normal contact forces λN during and after
the impact sequence are determined using a compliant
contact model. For this, we used a contact model based
on the exponentially extended Hunt-Crossley model (see
(38) in Carvalho and Martins (2019)) that avoids force
jumps at contact establishment of the simpler Kelvin-Voigt
model, as well as artificial adhesion during detachment of
the classical Hunt-Crossley model. It is given by

λN,k =
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where negative γk ∈ R, depicted in Figure 1, denotes
compenetration of the contacting surfaces, c ∈ R+ is a
geometry dependent parameter, and

K(γ̇k) =





kγ − dγ γ̇k if γ̇k ≤ 0,

kγ exp


−dγ
kγ

γ̇k


if γ̇k > 0,

(6)

denotes the stiffness-damping factor, with stiffness and
damping parameters kγ and dγ , respectively. The tan-
gential contact force is determined through a smoothened
Coulomb friction model (Leine and Nijmeijer, 2004) as

λT,k = µλN,k
2

π
arctan(ϵσ̇k) (7)

with σ̇k as the relative tangential velocity perpendicular
to γ̇k, friction coefficient µ ∈ [0, 1] and shaping parameter
ϵ ∈ R+ determining the slope at zero tangential velocity.

3. DESIRED PATH GENERATION

In this section, a possible formulation of a time-invariant
velocity reference for the robots in the ante-impact phase is
given, as well as a method to formulate a coupled velocity
reference for the box in the post-impact phase.

3.1 Ante-impact reference

The ante-impact reference velocity field for each robot
consists of an extended desired linear velocity ¯̇pa

i,d(pi)

and a desired angular velocity θ̇ai,d(θi), with robot index

i ∈ {1, 2}. Its goal is guiding the end effector to impact
the box at a desired location with a desired speed.

Linear velocity reference To formulate the linear velocity
reference for both end effectors, shown in Figure 2a, a
desired impact location pi,imp is defined together with a
desired impact velocity vector vi,imp, with pi,imp taken
as the estimated center of the box surface that robot i
is impacting. As in Van Steen et al. (2023), at first, an
unextended velocity reference can be defined as

ṗa
i,d(pi) =

vi,imp + α(pi,t(pi)− pi)

∥vi,imp + α(pi,t(pi)− pi)∥
∥vi,imp∥ (8)

with user-defined shaping parameter α ∈ R+ and interme-
diate target position

pi,t(pi) = pi,imp − vi,imp∥pi,imp − pi∥
∥vi,imp∥

. (9)

This will result in a vector field that can guide each end
effector towards pi,imp until the end effector moves past
pi,imp, at which point ṗa

i,d(pi) will guide the end effector
back to pi,imp. However, uncertainties in the location or
dimensions of the box can cause the impact to occur past
pi,imp. Hence, an extension of the reference is required to
ensure that there is always a suitable ante-impact reference
at hand that continues to guide the end effector towards
the box rather than away from it. This extended velocity
reference is depicted in Figure 2a, and is determined via

¯̇pa
i,d(pi) = βa

i ṗ
a
i,d(pi) + (1− βa

i )vi,imp, (10)

with
βa
i = S1(∥pi − pb,est∥), (11)

where pb,est is the estimated center of the box, and S1 :
R → R is the first-order smoothstep function

S1(r) =




0 if r ≤ rmin,

3r2w − 2r3w if rmin < r < rmax,
1 if r ≥ rmax

(12)

(a) Ante-impact velocity reference with nominal end effector path.

(b) Post-impact velocity reference. (c) Nominal box path.

Fig. 2. Reference fields for the ante- and post-impact
motion.

with user-defined rmin, rmax ∈ R+ such that rmax > rmin >
∥pi,imp − pb∥ for i ∈ {1, 2}, and

rw =
r − rmin

rmax − rmin
. (13)

This creates two circles around the center of the box
with radii rmin and rmax. The area outside of the larger
circle corresponds to the vector field ṗa

i,d(pi) in (8) being
followed, the area inside the smaller circle corresponds
to a reference velocity vi,imp, and in between the two
circles, a convex combination of ṗa

i,d(pi) and vi,imp is
taken, as depicted in Figure 2a. Since it holds that rmin >
∥pi,imp − pb∥, it is ensured that, when moving past the
desired impact location pi,imp, the reference velocity vi,imp
is prescribed, which continues to drive the robot towards
the box. By using the smoothstep function, it is ensured
that ¯̇pa

i,d(pi) is C
1 smooth, hence avoiding potential error

spikes when following the reference.

Angular velocity reference With the goal of aligning the
robot’s end effector surfaces with that of the box, a desired
angular velocity is formulated as

θ̇ai,d(θi) = κa
θ(θi,d − θi) (14)

with user-defined κa
θ ∈ R+, and θi,d for both robots as

θ1,d = θb,est + 2z1π, (15)

θ2,d = θb,est + π + 2z2π (16)

with estimated box orientation θb,est and zi ∈ Z chosen
such that −π < θi,d − θi ≤ π. The reader should take (10)
and (14) only as a possible choice, as illustration of the
end-effector motion generation.

3.2 Post-impact reference

Given the fact that the robots and box are assumed to be
in contact in the post-impact phase, a linear and angular
velocity reference is prescribed for the box, denoted by
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¯̇pp
b,d(pb) and

¯̇
θpb,d(θb), respectively. Without loss of gener-

ality, we assume that the goal of the post-impact reference
is to guide the box to a desired final pose denoted by
(pb,f , θb,f ). Still, as described in Section 1, we aim to do
so while ensuring that the ante- and post-impact refer-
ences are compatible with the dynamics of the system,
minimizing velocity errors and input spikes after contact is

established. So in order to determine ¯̇pp
b,d(pb) and

¯̇
θpb,d(θb),

the post-impact velocity is predicted based on the state of
the system when entering the post-impact phase and the
ante-impact velocity reference.

Post-impact nominal velocity prediction Instead of the
analytical approach taken in Van Steen et al. (2023), we
explore here the alternative option of predicting the post-
impact velocity by means of (offline) numerical simula-
tions. This approach is particularly useful when an ana-
lytical impact map cannot be determined. In these sim-
ulations, different simultaneous impact configurations are
sampled given the estimated ante-impact pose of the box
(pb,est, θb,est). The end effector velocities for both robots
are initialized to match the desired velocity determined in
Section 3.1. The post-impact box velocity for each sampled
configuration is determined through these simulations and,
through radial basis function (RBF) interpolation, the
nominal post-impact linear and angular box velocity ṗ+

b,est

and θ̇+b,est is determined for the actual impact configura-
tion. Further details can be found in Appendix A.

Linear velocity reference With the goal of formulating
a vector field that drives the box towards a final position
pb,f while also assuring consistency with the ante-impact
reference, the desired velocity ¯̇pp

b,d(pb) is constituted of two

terms. The first term is ṗp
b,d,f , which drives the box to a

desired final position pb,f , and is given by

ṗp
b,d,f (pb) = κp

p(pb,f − pb) (17)

with user-defined κp
p ∈ R+. The second term is given by

the nominal post-impact box velocity ṗ+
b,est, as obtained

through the approach detailed earlier in this section. The
two are blended to obtain the extended velocity reference

¯̇pp
b,d(pb) = βpṗp

b,d,f (pb) + (1− βp)ṗ+
b,est, (18)

with

βp = S1

(
||p+

b,est − pb||
)

(19)

and smoothstep S1(r) according to (12) with rmin = 0,
0 < rmax ≤ ||pb,f − p+

b,est||, and p+
b,est as the estimated

box position just after the impact. This combination is
visualized in Figure 2b. A comparison between the nominal
box path according to the proposed approach, or if the
impact is not accounted for, is given in Figure 2c. From
this figure, it becomes apparent that, given the vertical
box velocity directly after the impact, the nominal box
path with impact map is the more natural one that, when
followed, will avoid a large jump in the input torques.

Angular velocity reference The desired angular box ve-
locity is formulated using the terms θ̇+b,est and θ̇pb,d,f , with

θ̇pb,d,f (θb) = κp
θ(θb,f − θb) (20)

for user-defined κp
θ ∈ R+ and desired final orientation θb,f .

Similar to the linear reference velocity formulation, the
extended desired angular velocity is given by

¯̇
θpb,d(θb) = βpθ̇pb,d,f (θb) + (1− βp)θ̇+b,est (21)

with βp determined by (19), causing also the angular
velocity reference to be compatible with the ante-impact
reference, while still guiding the box towards its desired
orientation.

4. CONTROL APPROACH

Using the velocity references as defined in Section 3, a
control input is constructed for the ante-impact, interim,
and post-impact phase using the time-invariant reference
spreading framework. For each of the three phases, a
QP controller is designed. The switching policy between
the phases is based on detection of the first impact of
either robot, which activates the interim phase, and then
monitoring when full contact is established for both end
effectors, which activates the post-impact phase. Each of
the phases has a corresponding discrete-time QP controller
which is used to obtain a desired joint torque τ ∗ to be
applied to the robot after every fixed time step ∆t.

Compared to Van Steen et al. (2023), which introduced
time-invariant reference spreading for a single robot arm
use case, simply following the ante-impact velocity refer-
ence for both robots might result in a large mismatch in
impact timing between the left and right arm, which is to
be accounted for in the ante-impact phase. Furthermore,
the interim and post-impact phases are adjusted for the
new dual arm use case, where for the post-impact phase,
force tasks are formulated that regulate contact forces,
while the box is guided towards its final position without
relying on any position or velocity measurements of the
box, as this information will likely also not be available in
real-life applications.

4.1 Ante-impact phase

In the ante-impact phase, the QP optimization variables
are given by the input torques τ1 and τ2 in (3) that
we seek to obtain and the joint accelerations q̈1 and
q̈2. The ante-impact QP controller is designed with five
tasks, one task to enforce synchronization between the end
effector positions relative to the estimated box position,
two tasks to track both end effector’s linear velocities, and
two tasks to track both end effector’s angular velocities.
A weighted cost function is formulated creating a weak
hierarchy between the tasks, with the intent of realizing
almost simultaneous impacts.

To encourage synchronization between the end effectors
with respect to the box, we propose to mirror p2 along
the axis yB of the box frame such that it can be compared
to position p1. This mirrored position p2,m is given by

p2,m = Ts(p2 − pb,est) + pb,est (22)

with

Ts =

[
cθb,est −sθb,est
sθb,est cθb,est

] [
−1 0
0 1

] [
cθb,est −sθb,est
sθb,est cθb,est

]T
. (23)

Assuming the box is stationary in the ante-impact phase,
the mirrored velocity and acceleration are given by

ṗ2,m = TsJp,2q̇2, p̈2,m = Ts(Jp,2q̈2 + J̇p,2q̇2).

Using this definition, the error eas can be defined as

eas := p̈1− p̈2,m−ksyncp,p (p2,m−p1)−ksyncp,d (ṗ2,m− ṗ1) (24)

with user-defined gains ksyncp,d , ksyncp,p ∈ R+. The error can
be rewritten in terms of q̈1 and q̈2, as

eas = Jp,1q̈1 + J̇p,1q̇1 − Ts(Jp,2q̈2 + J̇p,2q̇2)

− ksyncp,p (p2,m − p1)− ksyncp,d (TsJp,2q̇2 − Jp,1q̇1).
(25)
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¯̇pp
b,d(pb) and

¯̇
θpb,d(θb), respectively. Without loss of gener-

ality, we assume that the goal of the post-impact reference
is to guide the box to a desired final pose denoted by
(pb,f , θb,f ). Still, as described in Section 1, we aim to do
so while ensuring that the ante- and post-impact refer-
ences are compatible with the dynamics of the system,
minimizing velocity errors and input spikes after contact is

established. So in order to determine ¯̇pp
b,d(pb) and

¯̇
θpb,d(θb),

the post-impact velocity is predicted based on the state of
the system when entering the post-impact phase and the
ante-impact velocity reference.

Post-impact nominal velocity prediction Instead of the
analytical approach taken in Van Steen et al. (2023), we
explore here the alternative option of predicting the post-
impact velocity by means of (offline) numerical simula-
tions. This approach is particularly useful when an ana-
lytical impact map cannot be determined. In these sim-
ulations, different simultaneous impact configurations are
sampled given the estimated ante-impact pose of the box
(pb,est, θb,est). The end effector velocities for both robots
are initialized to match the desired velocity determined in
Section 3.1. The post-impact box velocity for each sampled
configuration is determined through these simulations and,
through radial basis function (RBF) interpolation, the
nominal post-impact linear and angular box velocity ṗ+

b,est

and θ̇+b,est is determined for the actual impact configura-
tion. Further details can be found in Appendix A.

Linear velocity reference With the goal of formulating
a vector field that drives the box towards a final position
pb,f while also assuring consistency with the ante-impact
reference, the desired velocity ¯̇pp

b,d(pb) is constituted of two

terms. The first term is ṗp
b,d,f , which drives the box to a

desired final position pb,f , and is given by

ṗp
b,d,f (pb) = κp

p(pb,f − pb) (17)

with user-defined κp
p ∈ R+. The second term is given by

the nominal post-impact box velocity ṗ+
b,est, as obtained

through the approach detailed earlier in this section. The
two are blended to obtain the extended velocity reference

¯̇pp
b,d(pb) = βpṗp

b,d,f (pb) + (1− βp)ṗ+
b,est, (18)

with

βp = S1

(
||p+

b,est − pb||
)

(19)

and smoothstep S1(r) according to (12) with rmin = 0,
0 < rmax ≤ ||pb,f − p+

b,est||, and p+
b,est as the estimated

box position just after the impact. This combination is
visualized in Figure 2b. A comparison between the nominal
box path according to the proposed approach, or if the
impact is not accounted for, is given in Figure 2c. From
this figure, it becomes apparent that, given the vertical
box velocity directly after the impact, the nominal box
path with impact map is the more natural one that, when
followed, will avoid a large jump in the input torques.

Angular velocity reference The desired angular box ve-
locity is formulated using the terms θ̇+b,est and θ̇pb,d,f , with

θ̇pb,d,f (θb) = κp
θ(θb,f − θb) (20)

for user-defined κp
θ ∈ R+ and desired final orientation θb,f .

Similar to the linear reference velocity formulation, the
extended desired angular velocity is given by

¯̇
θpb,d(θb) = βpθ̇pb,d,f (θb) + (1− βp)θ̇+b,est (21)

with βp determined by (19), causing also the angular
velocity reference to be compatible with the ante-impact
reference, while still guiding the box towards its desired
orientation.

4. CONTROL APPROACH

Using the velocity references as defined in Section 3, a
control input is constructed for the ante-impact, interim,
and post-impact phase using the time-invariant reference
spreading framework. For each of the three phases, a
QP controller is designed. The switching policy between
the phases is based on detection of the first impact of
either robot, which activates the interim phase, and then
monitoring when full contact is established for both end
effectors, which activates the post-impact phase. Each of
the phases has a corresponding discrete-time QP controller
which is used to obtain a desired joint torque τ ∗ to be
applied to the robot after every fixed time step ∆t.

Compared to Van Steen et al. (2023), which introduced
time-invariant reference spreading for a single robot arm
use case, simply following the ante-impact velocity refer-
ence for both robots might result in a large mismatch in
impact timing between the left and right arm, which is to
be accounted for in the ante-impact phase. Furthermore,
the interim and post-impact phases are adjusted for the
new dual arm use case, where for the post-impact phase,
force tasks are formulated that regulate contact forces,
while the box is guided towards its final position without
relying on any position or velocity measurements of the
box, as this information will likely also not be available in
real-life applications.

4.1 Ante-impact phase

In the ante-impact phase, the QP optimization variables
are given by the input torques τ1 and τ2 in (3) that
we seek to obtain and the joint accelerations q̈1 and
q̈2. The ante-impact QP controller is designed with five
tasks, one task to enforce synchronization between the end
effector positions relative to the estimated box position,
two tasks to track both end effector’s linear velocities, and
two tasks to track both end effector’s angular velocities.
A weighted cost function is formulated creating a weak
hierarchy between the tasks, with the intent of realizing
almost simultaneous impacts.

To encourage synchronization between the end effectors
with respect to the box, we propose to mirror p2 along
the axis yB of the box frame such that it can be compared
to position p1. This mirrored position p2,m is given by

p2,m = Ts(p2 − pb,est) + pb,est (22)

with

Ts =

[
cθb,est −sθb,est
sθb,est cθb,est

] [
−1 0
0 1

] [
cθb,est −sθb,est
sθb,est cθb,est

]T
. (23)

Assuming the box is stationary in the ante-impact phase,
the mirrored velocity and acceleration are given by

ṗ2,m = TsJp,2q̇2, p̈2,m = Ts(Jp,2q̈2 + J̇p,2q̇2).

Using this definition, the error eas can be defined as

eas := p̈1− p̈2,m−ksyncp,p (p2,m−p1)−ksyncp,d (ṗ2,m− ṗ1) (24)

with user-defined gains ksyncp,d , ksyncp,p ∈ R+. The error can
be rewritten in terms of q̈1 and q̈2, as

eas = Jp,1q̈1 + J̇p,1q̇1 − Ts(Jp,2q̈2 + J̇p,2q̇2)

− ksyncp,p (p2,m − p1)− ksyncp,d (TsJp,2q̇2 − Jp,1q̇1).
(25)

Similarly to Van Steen et al. (2023), the error related to
tracking the linear velocity reference for robot i is

eap,i = Jp,iq̈i + J̇p,iq̇i − ¯̈pa
i,d(pi)− kap

(
¯̇pa
i,d(pi)− Jp,iq̇i

)
(26)

with user-defined gain kap ∈ R+, and desired acceleration
¯̈pa
i,d(pi) derived from ¯̇pa

i,d(pi) through

¯̈pa
i,d(pi) =

∂ ¯̇pa
i,d

∂pi
(pi)¯̇p

a
i,d(pi). (27)

The angular velocity tracking error is given by

eaθ,i = Jθ,iq̈i+ J̇θ,iq̇i− θ̈ai,d(θi)−kaθ (θ̇
a
i,d(θi)−Jθ,iq̇i) (28)

with user-defined gain kaθ ∈ R+, and desired acceleration
¯̈
θai,d(θi) derived in similar fashion to (27). The QP control
cost function is then given by the weighted sum

Eante =

2∑
i=1

(
wa

p

∥∥eap,i
∥∥2 + wa

θ

∣∣eaθ,i
∣∣2)+ wa

s∥eas∥
2

(29)

with user-defined weights wa
p , w

a
θ , w

a
s ∈ R+. Combining

this cost function with the equations of motion of (3) with
λN = λT = 0, and a constraint forcing the input torque
to remain between lower and higher bounds τ and τ̄ , gives
the full ante-impact QP

(q̈∗
1 , q̈

∗
2 , τ

∗
1 , τ

∗
2 ) = argmin

q̈1,q̈2,τ1,τ2

Eante, (30)

s.t., for i ∈ {1, 2},
Miq̈i+ hi = τi, (31)

τ ≤ τi ≤ τ̄ . (32)

The reference torques τ ∗
1 and τ ∗

2 are then obtained by
solving this QP at all times tk separated by time step ∆t,
with qi = qi(tk), q̇i = q̇i(tk).

4.2 Interim phase

As advocated in Section 1, we cannot rely on velocity
feedback control using either velocity reference since the
system is neither in the ante- nor the post-impact state
for which the references are defined. We also assume not
to have contact force estimates during the interim phase,
as the exact contact state cannot be reliably estimated
in reality. The challenge of this interim phase is hence
to formulate a QP tasked with establishing full sustained
contact without relying on velocity error feedback. Our ap-
proach aims to achieve this in similar fashion to Van Steen
et al. (2023) by initially applying torque as if the system
is still in the ante-impact phase. We then add position
feedback based on a position error constructed online using
the ante-impact velocity reference and the pose of the
robots at the beginning of the interim phase. This position
reference can be iteratively determined by

pint
i,d(tk +∆t) = pint

i,d(tk) + ¯̇pa
i,d(p

int
i,d(tk))∆t (33)

with QP time step ∆t and pint
i,d(tint) = pi(tint), with tint as

the time the interim phase is entered. We then replace q̇i
in (26) by the nominal joint velocity q̇i,int, given by

q̇i,int =

[
Jp,i
Jθ,i

]−1 [¯̇pa
i,d(pi)

θ̇ai,d(θi)

]
, (34)

and add position feedback based on (33) to obtain the new
interim cost

eintp,i = Jp,iq̈i + J̇p,i,intq̇i,int − ¯̈pa
i,d(pi)− kintp

(
pint
i,d(t)− pi

)
(35)

with

J̇p,i,int :=

3∑
i=1

∂Jp,i

∂qi
q̇i,int, (36)

and user-defined gain kintp ∈ R+. Due to the choice of
q̇i,int in (34), the velocity feedback term of (26) reduces
to ¯̇pa

i,d(pi) − Jp,iq̇i,int = 0, which is why indeed no

velocity feedback term is present in (35). Similarly, the cost
corresponding to the orientation task can be formulated as

eintθ,i = Jθ,iq̈i + J̇θ,i,intq̇i,int − ¯̈
θai,d(θi)− kintθ

(
θinti,d(t)− θi

)
(37)

with kintp ∈ R+ and J̇θ,i,int defined as in (36). Combining
both errors leads to the interim phase cost function

Eint =

2∑
i=1

(
wa

p

∥∥eintp,i

∥∥2 + wa
θ

∣∣eintθ,i

∣∣2) . (38)

No synchronization error needs to be added, as it is as-
sumed that the end effectors have sufficiently synchronized
before the interim phase is entered. Regarding constraints,
the equation of motion constraint (31) is modified, also
replacing q̇i by q̇i,int, resulting in the interim phase QP

(q̈∗
1 , q̈

∗
2 , τ

∗
1 , τ

∗
2 ) = argmin

q̈1,q̈2,τ1,τ2

Eint, (39)

s.t., for i ∈ {1, 2},
Miq̈i + hi(qi, qi,int) = τi, (40)

τ ≤ τi ≤ τ̄ . (41)

As a result of the continuity in the feedforward acceleration
¯̈pa
i,d and θ̈ai,d between the ante-impact and interim mode,

only a minimal input torque jump will occur when the in-
terim mode is entered. While initially 0, the accumulation
of the position feedback error over time results in a driving
force to establish full contact with both robots until this is
achieved. We assume stabilization in this phase is provided
by the dissipating contact dynamics of (5).

4.3 Post-impact phase

After full sustained contact between both end effectors
and the box is established, the post-impact phase is
entered. This post-impact QP explicitly accounts for the
contact forces, and hence, λN and λT are included in the
optimization variables on top of q̈1, q̈2, τ1, τ2 and q̈b.

First of all, the formulation of the constraints is given. This
includes the robot and box equations of motion of (3) and
(4), as well as the input torque limit constraint from (32).
To ensure contact is not lost, the normal contact forces are
constrained to be nonnegative, resulting in

λN > 0. (42)

Furthermore, the contacts should stay within the friction
cone, resulting in the constraint

−µestλN < λT < µestλN , (43)

where µest ∈ [0, 1] is an approximation of the friction
coefficient for the robot-box contacts. As the solutions that
result from this QP are likely to be on the boundary of the
feasible domain, µest < µ should hold to avoid slippage.
With these constraints enforced, it is assumed that no
tangential or normal acceleration takes place between the
contacts, resulting in constraints γ̈k = 0 for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
and σ̈k = 0 for k ∈ {1, 3}. Note that σ̈2 = σ̈4 = 0 follows
from these constraints, and is not additionally prescribed
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to avoid overconstraining the QP. In terms of the decision
variables, the constraints are given by

2∑
i=1

(
JN,iq̈i + J̇N,iq̇i

)
− JN,bq̈b − J̇N,bq̇b = 0, (44)

σ̈k (q̈1, q̈2, q̈b, q̇1, q̇2, q̇b, q1, q2, qb) = 0 for k ∈ {1, 3}. (45)
Regarding tasks, the QP consists of a task that prescribes
the linear velocity of the box, and one that prescribes its
angular velocity, both according to the reference defined
in Section 3.2. The linear and angular velocity errors are
similar in structure to (26) and (28), resulting in

epp,b = Jp,bq̈b − ¯̈pp
b,d(pb)− kpp

(
¯̇pp
b,d(pb)− Jp,bq̇b

)
, (46)

epθ,b = Jθ,bq̈b − ¯̈
θpb,d(θb)− kpθ

(
¯̇
θpb,d(θb)− Jθ,bq̇b

)
(47)

with kpp, k
p
θ ∈ R+, and ¯̈pp

b,d(p) and
¯̈
θpb,d(θ) derived similarly

to (27). Note that J̇p,b = J̇θ,b = 0 according to the
definition in (2). As in Van Steen et al. (2023), we
add a task encouraging an equal normal contact force
distribution over both contact points of the end effector
for each robot, resulting in two errors

eλ,1 = λN,1 − λN,2, eλ,2 = λN,3 − λN,4. (48)

Furthermore, an error is formulated to minimize the norm
of the normal contact forces within the feasible set defined
by the constraints, leading to the QP cost function

Epost = wp
p

∥∥∥epp,b
∥∥∥
2

+wp
θ

∣∣∣epθ,b
∣∣∣
2

+wp
λ

(
e2λ,1 + e2λ,2

)
+wp

n∥λN∥2

(49)
with task weights wp

p, w
p
θ , w

p
λ, w

p
n ∈ R+. This leads to the

full post-impact QP formulation as

(q̈∗
1 , q̈

∗
2 , q̈

∗
b , τ

∗
1 , τ

∗
2 ,λ

∗
N ,λ∗

T ) = argmin
q̈1,q̈2,q̈b,τ1,τ2,λN ,λT

Epost,

(50)
s.t., for i ∈ {1, 2},

(3), (4), (32), (42), (43), (44), (45).

As it is assumed that the box state cannot be measured
accurately unlike the state of the robots, an estimation of
the box state is used in the QP. This estimation assumes
the robots grasp on average the center of the respective
box surface, resulting in qb and q̇b to be replaced with

qb,est =

[
(p1 + p2)/2
(θ1 + θ2)/2

]
, q̇b,est =

[
(ṗ1 + ṗ2)/2
(θ̇1 + θ̇2)/2

]
. (51)

5. NUMERICAL VALIDATION

To validate the proposed control approach, numerical sim-
ulations have been performed 1 tasking the robot to grasp
the box through a simultaneous impact. The goal is to
show the robustness of the proposed control approach
against uncertainties in the environment, resulting in sep-
arated intermediate impacts instead of the planned simul-
taneous impact. Despite the corresponding unpredictable
series of velocity jumps and unknown contact states, it is
shown that using the proposed control approach leads to a
robust execution of the desired motion without unwanted
spikes in the input torque.

We mimic the aforementioned uncertainty in the environ-
ment in the simulations by taking a wrong initial esti-
mation of the box pose qb,est, rotating the box by 2.5◦

1 All simulations can be reproduced using the publicly available
Matlab scripts that can be found in https://gitlab.tue.nl/robotics-
lab-public/dual-arm-impact-aware-grasping-through-time-invariant-
reference-spreading-control.

and moving the box somewhat in vertical direction. Addi-
tionally, simulations are performed using a realistic robot
model with flexibility modeled in its joints, combined with
a low-level torque control law (see (7) in Albu-Schäffer
et al. (2007)), that takes as input the desired joint torques
computed through the proposed control approach. This
flexible model more closely resembles reality, as flexibility
is generally present in, e.g., the drivetrain of robot joints,
resulting in oscillations as a result of impacts. This serves
as validation that the developed approach, which uses the
assumption of a rigid robot as explained in Section 2,
is suitable for real-life robot control. The system is also
initialized in a state where the end effector pose of robot 1
differs significantly from that of robot 2 when mirrored
along the axis yB , to indicate that the time-invariant
approach is robust to asymmetric initial conditions, with
the synchronization task in the ante-impact QP eventually
leading to a nearly simultaneous impact between both
robots and the box.

To further show the benefit of the proposed control ap-
proach, simulations are also performed for two baseline
approaches. In the first, referred to as the approach with
no impact map, the post-impact velocity prediction is not
used to formulate the post-impact reference, implying that
¯̇pp
b,d(pb) in the post-impact QP is substituted by ṗp

b,d,f (pb)

from (17). In the second baseline approach, referred to as
the approach with no interim phase, the control phase
is switched from ante-impact to post-impact after full
contact is established, hence staying in the ante-impact
phase when contact is partially established.

In Figure 3, the velocities and contact forces around the
impact sequence are depicted for simulations performed
using the proposed control approach. First of all, it can be
seen that in the ante-impact phase, the velocity reference
is followed for both robots. From the contact force profile,
it can be observed that both end effectors reach the box
in quick succession, with the main cause for the small
separation of initial impact times being the uncertainty
of the box pose. This near-simultaneous impact with the
desired velocity indicates that the control objectives from
the ante-impact phase are met. As soon as the first impact
occurs, the system switches to the interim phase. During
this phase, a series of unplanned intermediate impacts
takes place as can be observed from the peaks in the
contact forces and the many velocity jumps, which results
from the misalignment between the impacting surfaces due
to the uncertainty of the box pose in combination with the
unmodeled robot flexibility. These velocity jumps and the
inability to estimate the contact state in real applications
confirm that velocity error feedback cannot reliably be
used during this interim phase. Once sustained contact
is established and the post-impact phase is activated, it
can be observed that, despite the unplanned intermediate
impacts, the velocity of the box nearly matches the box
velocity reference as a result of the post-impact velocity
reference design that uses the predicted post-impact ve-
locity. During this phase, the box does indeed follow the
prescribed velocity reference, as well as the force distri-
bution task, despite not using the real box state in the
post-impact QP, further validating the approach.

Looking at the commanded torques for the proposed
control approach against the two baseline approaches in
Figure 4, the benefit of the proposed control approach
is further emphasized. In the approach with no interim
phase, staying in the ante-impact phase until full contact
is established results in an unreliable velocity signal to
be used for velocity error feedback. This leads to large
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to avoid overconstraining the QP. In terms of the decision
variables, the constraints are given by

2∑
i=1

(
JN,iq̈i + J̇N,iq̇i

)
− JN,bq̈b − J̇N,bq̇b = 0, (44)

σ̈k (q̈1, q̈2, q̈b, q̇1, q̇2, q̇b, q1, q2, qb) = 0 for k ∈ {1, 3}. (45)
Regarding tasks, the QP consists of a task that prescribes
the linear velocity of the box, and one that prescribes its
angular velocity, both according to the reference defined
in Section 3.2. The linear and angular velocity errors are
similar in structure to (26) and (28), resulting in

epp,b = Jp,bq̈b − ¯̈pp
b,d(pb)− kpp

(
¯̇pp
b,d(pb)− Jp,bq̇b

)
, (46)

epθ,b = Jθ,bq̈b − ¯̈
θpb,d(θb)− kpθ

(
¯̇
θpb,d(θb)− Jθ,bq̇b

)
(47)

with kpp, k
p
θ ∈ R+, and ¯̈pp

b,d(p) and
¯̈
θpb,d(θ) derived similarly

to (27). Note that J̇p,b = J̇θ,b = 0 according to the
definition in (2). As in Van Steen et al. (2023), we
add a task encouraging an equal normal contact force
distribution over both contact points of the end effector
for each robot, resulting in two errors

eλ,1 = λN,1 − λN,2, eλ,2 = λN,3 − λN,4. (48)

Furthermore, an error is formulated to minimize the norm
of the normal contact forces within the feasible set defined
by the constraints, leading to the QP cost function

Epost = wp
p

∥∥∥epp,b
∥∥∥
2

+wp
θ

∣∣∣epθ,b
∣∣∣
2

+wp
λ

(
e2λ,1 + e2λ,2

)
+wp

n∥λN∥2

(49)
with task weights wp

p, w
p
θ , w

p
λ, w

p
n ∈ R+. This leads to the

full post-impact QP formulation as

(q̈∗
1 , q̈

∗
2 , q̈

∗
b , τ

∗
1 , τ

∗
2 ,λ

∗
N ,λ∗

T ) = argmin
q̈1,q̈2,q̈b,τ1,τ2,λN ,λT

Epost,

(50)
s.t., for i ∈ {1, 2},

(3), (4), (32), (42), (43), (44), (45).

As it is assumed that the box state cannot be measured
accurately unlike the state of the robots, an estimation of
the box state is used in the QP. This estimation assumes
the robots grasp on average the center of the respective
box surface, resulting in qb and q̇b to be replaced with

qb,est =

[
(p1 + p2)/2
(θ1 + θ2)/2

]
, q̇b,est =

[
(ṗ1 + ṗ2)/2
(θ̇1 + θ̇2)/2

]
. (51)

5. NUMERICAL VALIDATION

To validate the proposed control approach, numerical sim-
ulations have been performed 1 tasking the robot to grasp
the box through a simultaneous impact. The goal is to
show the robustness of the proposed control approach
against uncertainties in the environment, resulting in sep-
arated intermediate impacts instead of the planned simul-
taneous impact. Despite the corresponding unpredictable
series of velocity jumps and unknown contact states, it is
shown that using the proposed control approach leads to a
robust execution of the desired motion without unwanted
spikes in the input torque.

We mimic the aforementioned uncertainty in the environ-
ment in the simulations by taking a wrong initial esti-
mation of the box pose qb,est, rotating the box by 2.5◦

1 All simulations can be reproduced using the publicly available
Matlab scripts that can be found in https://gitlab.tue.nl/robotics-
lab-public/dual-arm-impact-aware-grasping-through-time-invariant-
reference-spreading-control.

and moving the box somewhat in vertical direction. Addi-
tionally, simulations are performed using a realistic robot
model with flexibility modeled in its joints, combined with
a low-level torque control law (see (7) in Albu-Schäffer
et al. (2007)), that takes as input the desired joint torques
computed through the proposed control approach. This
flexible model more closely resembles reality, as flexibility
is generally present in, e.g., the drivetrain of robot joints,
resulting in oscillations as a result of impacts. This serves
as validation that the developed approach, which uses the
assumption of a rigid robot as explained in Section 2,
is suitable for real-life robot control. The system is also
initialized in a state where the end effector pose of robot 1
differs significantly from that of robot 2 when mirrored
along the axis yB , to indicate that the time-invariant
approach is robust to asymmetric initial conditions, with
the synchronization task in the ante-impact QP eventually
leading to a nearly simultaneous impact between both
robots and the box.

To further show the benefit of the proposed control ap-
proach, simulations are also performed for two baseline
approaches. In the first, referred to as the approach with
no impact map, the post-impact velocity prediction is not
used to formulate the post-impact reference, implying that
¯̇pp
b,d(pb) in the post-impact QP is substituted by ṗp

b,d,f (pb)

from (17). In the second baseline approach, referred to as
the approach with no interim phase, the control phase
is switched from ante-impact to post-impact after full
contact is established, hence staying in the ante-impact
phase when contact is partially established.

In Figure 3, the velocities and contact forces around the
impact sequence are depicted for simulations performed
using the proposed control approach. First of all, it can be
seen that in the ante-impact phase, the velocity reference
is followed for both robots. From the contact force profile,
it can be observed that both end effectors reach the box
in quick succession, with the main cause for the small
separation of initial impact times being the uncertainty
of the box pose. This near-simultaneous impact with the
desired velocity indicates that the control objectives from
the ante-impact phase are met. As soon as the first impact
occurs, the system switches to the interim phase. During
this phase, a series of unplanned intermediate impacts
takes place as can be observed from the peaks in the
contact forces and the many velocity jumps, which results
from the misalignment between the impacting surfaces due
to the uncertainty of the box pose in combination with the
unmodeled robot flexibility. These velocity jumps and the
inability to estimate the contact state in real applications
confirm that velocity error feedback cannot reliably be
used during this interim phase. Once sustained contact
is established and the post-impact phase is activated, it
can be observed that, despite the unplanned intermediate
impacts, the velocity of the box nearly matches the box
velocity reference as a result of the post-impact velocity
reference design that uses the predicted post-impact ve-
locity. During this phase, the box does indeed follow the
prescribed velocity reference, as well as the force distri-
bution task, despite not using the real box state in the
post-impact QP, further validating the approach.

Looking at the commanded torques for the proposed
control approach against the two baseline approaches in
Figure 4, the benefit of the proposed control approach
is further emphasized. In the approach with no interim
phase, staying in the ante-impact phase until full contact
is established results in an unreliable velocity signal to
be used for velocity error feedback. This leads to large
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Fig. 3. Cartesian end effector velocities and contact forces
for the proposed control approach.
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Fig. 4. Input torques for the different control approaches.

jumps in the input torque, potentially inducing additional
vibrations. Hence, the approach is inferior to the proposed
approach, where no velocity feedback is used, and only
a subtle increase of the input torque over time can be
observed as a result of the position feedback using the inte-
grated ante-impact velocity reference. When comparing to
the proposed approach, it also becomes clear that using the
approach with no impact map can result in a sizeable jump
in the input torques after the impact, as there is a large
discrepancy between the post-impact reference velocity of
the box and its actual velocity, even resulting in the torque
limits to be reached for joint 1. This sudden large jump
can also trigger undesired vibrations, and is to be avoided.

A jump in the desired torque can be noticed also at the be-
ginning of the post-impact phase for the desired approach.

This is caused by the position feedback contribution in
the interim mode error formulation of (35) that increases
over time for the duration of the interim mode. The rea-
son for this is that pint

i,d diverges from the end effector
position pi for both robots when they are in contact,
while this position feedback term disappears in the post-
impact mode. However, this jump is significantly smaller
in magnitude when compared to the impact jump seen in
the approach with no impact map, and due to the nature
of the jump, it will cause a decrease in the magnitude of
the input rather than an increase. Also, contrary to the
approach with no impact map, the magnitude of the jump
in the proposed approach will shrink when the impact
event duration decreases, vanishing completely when the
event is instantaneous.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, a QP-based control approach is presented for
swift impact-aware dual arm manipulation illustrated on
a planar simulated case study. This approach extends the
framework of time-invariant reference spreading, using a
novel simulation-based approach to couple ante- and post-
impact velocity reference fields. These fields are extended
around the predicted impact locations, avoiding sudden
large velocity errors and corresponding input torque jumps
during and after an impact sequence. Two other novel-
ties of the approach include synchronization during the
ante-impact phase, which pursues a simultaneous impact
between both end effectors and the object, and the post-
impact phase design, pursuing contact force regulation and
object manipulation without measurements of the object.
Simulation results using a realistic model of a torque con-
trolled robot with flexible joints are used to validate the
approach. These results show that unwanted input torque
steps and spikes are minimized compared to two baseline
approaches, highlighting the need for the interim-impact
phase and references coupled by the impact dynamics.
Future work involves scaling up to a full 3D case and
performing real-life impact experiments.
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Appendix A. POST-IMPACT VELOCITY
ESTIMATION

The simulations used to create the post-impact box ve-
locity estimation ṗ+

b,est and θ̇+b,est use the QP controller as
described in Section 4.1 and the dynamic model described
in Section 2. The system is initialized in multiple impact
configurations where the robots simultaneously hit the
box at different heights, indicated by positions p−

i,j for

simulation index j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nexp} and robot index
i ∈ {1, 2}. The initial linear velocities ṗ−

i,j are given by the

desired velocity at positions p−
i,j , determined using (8), and

θ̇i,j = 0. After simulating for a short given amount of time
after which contacts between the box and the robots are
fully established, the velocity of the box is saved, defined as
q̇+
b,j = [ṗ+

b,j , θ̇
+
b,j ]. For each experiment j, the vertical offsets

of both end effectors with respect to the box are defined
as y−

j = [y−j,1, y
−
j,2], with y−j,i as the vertical translation of

frame oixiyi relative to frame obxbyb, expressed in terms
of obxbyb. Using radial basis function (RBF) interpolation,
a weighting matrix W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wNexp) ∈ R3×Nexp

is determined through

W = Φ−1

q̇+
b,1 q̇+

b,2 . . . q̇+
b,Nexp


, (A.1)

where

Φ =




ϕ
�y−

1 − y−
1

 · · · ϕ
y−

1 − y−
Nexp




...
. . .

...

ϕ
y−

Nexp
− y−

1



· · · ϕ

y−
Nexp

− y−
Nexp







with exponential radial basis function ϕ : R → R as

ϕ(r) = e−(ρr)2

and user-defined shaping parameter ρ ∈ R+. The post-
impact box velocity is obtained via RBF interpolation as

ṗ+
b,est

θ̇+b,est


=

Nexp
j=1

wjϕ
�y− − y−

j

 (A.2)

with y− as the relative vertical displacement of the end
effectors with respect to the estimated box pose at the
beginning of the post-impact phase.


